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Background

Region II of Chile (the second most northerly administrative region) experienced dramatic increases in average arsenic water concentrations beginning in 1958, followed by marked declines in the 1970s when water treatment plants were installed. This history provides a unique opportunity to study time trends in the development of arsenic-related cancers, including lung and bladder cancers.

Methods

We investigated lung and bladder cancer mortality from 1950 to 2000 for region II compared with region V, where drinking water was not contaminated with arsenic. Mortality data were obtained from 218174 death certificates for the two regions for 1950–1970 and from mortality data tapes that identified 307541 deaths in the two regions for 1971–2000. Poisson regression models were used to identify time trends in rate ratios (RRs) of mortality from lung and bladder cancers comparing region II with region V.

Results

Lung and bladder cancer mortality rate ratios for region II compared with region V started to increase about 10 years after high arsenic exposures commenced and continued to rise until peaking in 1986–1997. The peak lung cancer mortality RRs were 3.61 (95% confidence interval [CI] = 3.13 to 4.16) for men and 3.26 (95% CI = 2.50 to 4.23) for women. The peak bladder cancer RRs were 6.10 (95% CI = 3.97 to 9.39) for men and 13.8 (95% CI = 7.74 to 24.5) for women. Combined lung and bladder cancer mortality rates in region II were highest in the period 1992–1994, with mortality rates of 153 and 50 per 100000 men and women, respectively, in region II compared with 54 and 19 per 100000 in region V.

Conclusions

Such large increases in total population cancer mortality rates have, to our knowledge, not been documented for any other environmental exposure. The long latency pattern is noteworthy, with mortality from lung and bladder cancers continuing to be high until the late 1990s, even though major decreases in arsenic exposure occurred more than 25 years earlier.

Increased mortality from lung and bladder cancers has previously been reported in region II of Chile compared with the rest of the country. These cancers have also been associated with high levels of arsenic in water supplies in Taiwan (2–5) and Argentina (6,7). The results from Chile confirmed that the elevated cancer rates in these other countries were likely to be attributable to arsenic, and in 2002, the Working Group of the International Agency for Research on Cancer classified arsenic in drinking water as a cause of lung and bladder cancers, along with skin cancer (8).

Little is known about the latency period from commencement of increased exposure to arsenic to increased risk of cancer. Some studies have suggested that latency periods may be more than 30 years long (9–14). The relatively sharp peak in water arsenic concentrations in region II of Chile during 1958–1970 allows construction of longitudinal mortality time patterns that can be used to investigate latency periods associated with diseases caused by arsenic exposure, including cancer.

We previously reported marked increases in lung and bladder cancer mortality in the years 1989–1993 in arsenic-exposed region II of Chile compared with the rest of Chile (15). These findings led us to investigate mortality in region II for the 50-year period 1950–2000. In this paper, we present lung and bladder cancer mortality for these years in region II compared with region V, which is otherwise similar to region II but not exposed to arsenic in drinking water. The unique exposure scenario—in a large population with well-documented information on past exposure via drinking water—provides a rare opportunity to investigate the latency effects of a widespread environmental carcinogen, including the latency period between the reduction in exposure to reductions in cancer rates.

Subjects and Methods
Setting
Chile is a long, narrow country that is divided into 15 administrative regions that are numbered from north to south, with region II being the second northernmost (Fig. 1). A single comparison region for region II was chosen because International Classification of Diseases (ICD) coding of death certificates for the whole country for a period of 20 years (from 1950 to 1970, when computerized data were not already available) would have been prohibitively expensive. Because the country varies in characteristics from north to south, in particular in factors related to climate, we wished to select a nearby region for comparison. To increase statistical precision, it was also desirable that the number of people in the referent population be greater than the number in region II. Regions I and III were first considered, but both were rejected because they are adjacent to region II and there was an increased potential for migration between them and because there has been some arsenic exposure in these two regions, although it is minor compared with that in region II (16). Region IV is small, with population numbers similar to those in region II. Region V is located in the northern half of Chile, with a population more than three times larger than that of region II. In 2000, the population of region II was 477,332 and that of region V was 1,508,749; the ratio has been similar throughout the study period.

Prior knowledge
Arsenic in drinking water is known to cause bladder, lung, and nonmelanoma skin cancer. However, little is known about the latency period.

Study design
Ecologic study comparing lung and bladder mortality for a period of 50 years in two regions of Chile—region II, which experienced a sudden rise and subsequent fall in arsenic levels in the drinking water during that time, and the sociodemographically similar region V, in which arsenic levels remained low.

Implications
A clear latency pattern for mortality from lung and bladder cancer after arsenic exposure is evident.

Mortality Data
Mortality data covering the period 1950–2000 for individuals aged 30 years and above were obtained from three different sources. For the period 1950–1970, a period for which electronic mortality data were not available, we obtained death certificates for regions II and V.
from the Chilean Civil Registry and Identification Department. Digital photographs were taken of the 218,174 death certificates for regions II and V and they were downloaded to a central computer, after which study nosologists coded the causes of death according to the International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision (20). The nosologists were given a mixture of death certificates from each region and coded causes of death without knowing from which region the death certificate originated. A separate person entered the data on the region from which the death certificates originated.

For the periods 1971–1975 and 1977–1982, computerized mortality data that included cause of death were obtained from the Chile National Institute of Statistics (Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas) including 52,155 deaths for regions II and V for 1971–1975, and 58,638 deaths for 1977–1982. However, no mortality data are available for the country for the year 1976. Finally, for the period 1983–2000, mortality data were obtained from the Ministry of Health for all of Chile including 196,748 deaths for regions II and V.

Census data were used to calculate the denominators for mortality rates. Chile has had a total population census roughly every 10 years, including 1940, 1952, 1960, 1970, 1982, 1992, and 2002. Census data were obtained for region II, region V, and the rest of Chile from the National Institute of Statistics (Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas) for men and women separately in 10-year age groups. We estimated population counts with a linear interpolation for years between each census.

Data on Arsenic Levels in Drinking Water
Data on water arsenic concentrations for cities and towns in region II from 1950 to 1994 were obtained from a previous study (15), in which approximate average levels of arsenic in sources of drinking water were given for all towns and cities in region II.

Statistical Methods
Lung cancer (ICD code 162) and bladder cancer (ICD code 188) mortality rate ratios for region II compared with region V were estimated using Poisson regression for each 3 years of calendar time between 1950 and 2000, for men and women separately. Because these cancers are rare in persons below age 30 years, the analysis was restricted to those aged 30 years and above. Age adjustment incorporated 10-year age groups starting with ages 30–39 years and continuing to ages 80 years and above. Ten-year age groups were chosen because the census data were available in that form. From 1971 through 2000, it was possible to estimate rate ratios for region II compared with all of the rest of Chile; 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated based on the asymptotic normality of the logarithm of the rate ratio estimate (21).

Poisson regression models were used to smooth the effect of arsenic exposure over time. In these models, the response variable was the number of observed deaths in each age group for each year, for both region II and region V. The model for the expected number of deaths in age group \( i \), region \( j \), and year \( t \) can be expressed as

\[
\log \mu_{ijt} = \alpha + \text{age} + \text{region} + \text{year} + f(t, \text{region}.) + \log \text{population}_{ij},
\]

where \( f(t, \text{region}.) \) is a cubic spline representing the interaction between year and region, with region V as reference. The log rate ratio for period \( r \) between regions II and V can be represented as

\[
\log \text{RR}_{r} = \text{region}_1 - f(t, \text{region}_1).
\]

This model for analyzing time trends was first presented by Hastie and Tibshirani (22) and has subsequently been used with Poisson regression by many authors (23, 24). We used spline smoothing with generalized cross-validation to estimate the amount of smoothing. We also plotted mortality rate ratios estimated for each successive 3-year period, along with the smoothed function and its 95% confidence interval, to check that the smoothed function was compatible with the underlying mortality data. Finally, we separated the mortality data into three 20-year birth cohorts chosen in relation to 1958, when the high arsenic exposures commenced, and repeated the Poisson regression analysis for each birth cohort separately. The birth cohorts were chosen to identify childhood exposure (those born in 1938–1957) and two earlier birth cohorts, one having young adult exposure who were born in the period 1918–1937 and the second with older age adult exposure who were born before 1918.

Results
Water arsenic concentrations for towns and cities in region II, and the overall population-weighted averages, are presented in Table 1, which was published previously (15). To place these arsenic concentrations in water into context, the highest

![Fig. 1. Map of Chile, showing regions II and V. The country is administratively divided into regions that are numbered from north to south.](image-url)
population-weighted average for region II was 569 µg/L, a little more than 10 times the 50 µg/L level that was, until recently, the drinking water standard in much of the world. Arsenic concentrations in water are low in the rest of Chile, including region V. For example, the water arsenic concentrations in tap water in Valparaiso, the largest city of region V, were in the range of 0.5–1.1 µg/L when sampled in 1998 (25).

We calculated lung cancer mortality rates and mortality rate ratios (RRs) for men and women separately, comparing region II with region V for the period 1950–2000 and comparing region II with the rest of Chile for the period 1971–2000 (Table 2). The peak rate ratio for lung cancer among men was in the period 1992–1994, with an RR estimate of 3.61 (95% CI = 3.13 to 4.16), and the peak rate ratio for lung cancer among women was in the period 1989–1991, with an RR of 3.26 (95% CI = 2.50 to 4.23). We did a similar analysis for bladder cancer (Table 3). The peak rate ratio for bladder cancer among men was in the period 1986–1988, with an RR of 6.10 (95% CI = 3.97 to 9.39), and the peak rate ratio among women was in the period 1992–1994, with an RR of 13.8 (95% CI = 7.74 to 24.5).

Mortality rates per 100,000 persons per year are also given in Table 2 for lung cancer and in Table 3 for bladder cancer. Combined lung and bladder cancer mortality rates in region II were highest in the period 1992–1994, with mortality rates per 100,000 persons of 153 for men (lung cancer, n = 130, plus bladder cancer, n = 23) in region II compared with 54 (lung cancer, n = 47, plus bladder cancer, n = 7) in region V. The corresponding rates

Table 2. Observed lung cancer deaths and lung cancer mortality rates and rate ratios for men and women aged 30 years and above in region II compared with region V and the rest of Chile, 1950–2000*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antofagasta (219,310)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mejillones (6134)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calama (100,283)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiuquis Seca (17,414)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocopilla (21,039)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>María Elena (15,470)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talca (7,620)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Pedro (3,070)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average for region II</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data published previously (15).

Table 3. Observed bladder cancer deaths and bladder cancer mortality rates and rate ratios for men and women aged 30 years and above in region II compared with region V and the rest of Chile, 1950–2000*

| Table 1. Arsenic concentrations (µg/L) in drinking water in major cities and towns in region II of Chile and population-weighted averages for all of region II from 1950 to 1994 calculated using 1991 census population numbers*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antofagasta (219,310)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mejillones (6134)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calama (100,283)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiuquis Seca (17,414)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocopilla (21,039)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>María Elena (15,470)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talca (7,620)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Pedro (3,070)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average for region II</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CI = confidence interval; R II = region II; R V = region V.
† Mortality data for the rest of Chile were not available in electronic form until 1971.
‡ Omitting 1976, for which data were not available in electronic form.
for women in 1992–1994 were 50 in region II (lung cancer, n = 34, plus bladder cancer, n = 16) compared with 19 in region V (lung cancer, n = 17, plus bladder cancer, n = 2).

The time patterns of increased mortality from lung and bladder cancers in region II compared with region V are displayed in Fig. 2. Separately estimated mortality rate ratios for each 3-year period fall mostly within the confidence bands of the smoothed Poisson regression functions. Trends of increasing risk are generally apparent between about 1968 (10 years after high exposures commenced) and 1978 (20 years after high exposures commenced). The rate of lung cancer in men in region II was already about twice that in region V by the period 1968–1970 (RR = 1.98, 95% CI = 1.57 to 2.51; Table 2). Among women, the lung cancer RR had reached 2.89 (95% CI = 2.00 to 4.18) by the period 1977–1979. Bladder cancer mortality rate ratios rose even higher than those for lung cancer (Fig. 2). Among men, the RR had reached 5.95 (95% CI = 2.22 to 16.0) in the period 1974–1975, and among women, the RR had reached 3.45 (95% CI = 1.34 to 8.91) in the period 1971–1973 (Table 3).

With the exception of bladder cancer among women, there was evidence that rate ratios had started to decline after peaking around 1990 (Fig. 2). However, the wide confidence bands preclude definitive statements about reductions in rate ratios, especially among women.

The time trends in the rate ratios for three birth cohorts comparing region II with region V are presented in Fig. 3. Lung cancer rate ratios were markedly elevated for the male birth cohort born in 1938–1957, who would have experienced high exposures as young children. By contrast, there was no evident difference in lung cancer rate ratios between the birth cohorts of women. For bladder cancer, high rate ratios can be seen for each birth cohort. The mortality rate ratio appeared to continue to increase for women born before 1918, but by the year 2000, the data involved a relatively small number of women, all above the age of 80 years.

## Discussion

In this study, clear latency patterns between arsenic exposure and lung and bladder cancer mortality can be seen because of the large population exposed (251,976 residents in region II in 1970), accurate data on past exposure, and the precise time pattern of commencement and decline of high exposures. To highlight the size of the study, there were 3406 lung cancer deaths in the exposed population (see Table 2). Latency patterns are usually difficult to obtain for human cancers. The largest study so far published concerning lung cancer and arsenic involved 1525 lung cancer deaths, but that number includes both those exposed to arsenic and those not exposed to arsenic (26). We report here very high rate ratios for both lung cancer (3- to 4-fold) and bladder cancer (6- to 10-fold) following exposure to arsenic in drinking water. Rate ratio estimates of this size for a defined large population living in a region of a country are, we believe, without precedent for any cause of any human cancer. Active cigarette smoking results in higher relative risks for lung cancer among smokers compared with nonsmokers (10- to 20-fold) (27) but lower relative risk estimates for bladder cancer (2- to 4-fold) (28). However, relative risks with active cigarette smoking relate to the subset of a population who are smokers rather than involving a total population within a region of a country, as is the case

### Table 3. Observed bladder cancer deaths and bladder cancer mortality rates and rate ratios for men and women aged 30 years and above in region II compared with region V and the rest of Chile for the period 1950–2000*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of deaths</td>
<td>Mortality rates (per 100,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II V II V V Rest of Chilet†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950–1952</td>
<td>5 14 4 4</td>
<td>1.31 (0.16 to 11.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953–1955</td>
<td>4 14 3 4</td>
<td>1.04 (0.34 to 3.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956–1958</td>
<td>8 13 7 3</td>
<td>2.27 (0.94 to 5.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959–1961</td>
<td>3 21 2 5</td>
<td>0.53 (0.16 to 1.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962–1964</td>
<td>5 14 4 3</td>
<td>1.42 (0.51 to 3.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965–1967</td>
<td>9 26 7 6</td>
<td>1.47 (0.69 to 3.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–1970</td>
<td>11 22 8 5</td>
<td>2.13 (1.04 to 4.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–1973</td>
<td>9 24 6 4</td>
<td>1.71 (0.80 to 3.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974–1975†</td>
<td>9 7 9 2</td>
<td>5.95 (2.22 to 16.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977–1979</td>
<td>17 38 10 6</td>
<td>2.10 (1.19 to 3.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980–1982</td>
<td>35 33 19 5</td>
<td>5.04 (3.13 to 8.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–1985</td>
<td>41 34 20 5</td>
<td>5.77 (3.66 to 9.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986–1988</td>
<td>47 37 21 5</td>
<td>6.10 (3.97 to 9.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989–1991</td>
<td>52 53 22 6</td>
<td>4.73 (2.32 to 9.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992–1994</td>
<td>62 60 23 7</td>
<td>4.95 (3.47 to 7.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995–1997</td>
<td>56 59 19 6</td>
<td>4.43 (3.07 to 6.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998–2000</td>
<td>58 62 18 6</td>
<td>4.27 (2.98 to 6.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CI = confidence interval.
† Mortality data for the rest of Chile were not available in electronic form until 1971.
‡ Omitting 1976, for which data were not available in electronic form.
with arsenic in water sources in region II of Chile, so the local public health impact of arsenic in water is potentially greater. The birth cohort analyses show very high lung cancer relative risks for men born in the 20-year period, 1938–1957, just before the very high arsenic exposures commenced, and who would have been exposed as children or adolescents (Fig. 3). We previously reported high lung cancer mortality rates for young adults in the period 1989–2000 in Antofagasta who would have experienced early life exposure to arsenic in water (29). The data presented here include all of region II, span more years, and confirm the earlier findings. We know of no mechanistic explanation for the finding that boys appear to be more susceptible than girls to subsequently developing lung cancer when exposed to arsenic in water as children. We are planning further investigations to assess variation in the impact of exposure at different ages.

A major strength of our study was the ability to assess arsenic exposures with less uncertainty than other studies. In almost all epidemiology studies of arsenic-related cancers that have been carried out to date, a major problem has been retrospective exposure assessment. High arsenic concentrations in drinking water in the rest of the world (including Taiwan, Argentina, Mongolia, Bangladesh, India, Mexico, Thailand, Nepal, and the United States) are found in well water sources, for which there are, at best, limited historical records of arsenic concentrations (30).

Many of the water sources in these populations are small private domestic wells used by only a few people or families. Thus, assessing exposure in epidemiology studies can involve identifying and measuring arsenic concentrations in water from hundreds of individual wells. There may be considerable variation in arsenic concentration among wells close to each other, and there is often uncertainty about the well from which a person consumed water decades ago. This lack of information leads to major uncertainties in individual and population exposure estimates for long latency outcomes, such as cancer. We have carried out studies involving sampling of well water in Argentina (12), West Bengal (31–35), and California and Nevada (11, 36, 37), and in each location there have been major problems in locating (for sampling) the wells used by individuals decades ago. Even if the right well is located, there is uncertainty about whether current arsenic levels are representative of the water consumed at the earlier period. In the epidemiology studies from Taiwan, for example, past exposure to arsenic was not determined, other than to note how long individuals drank from the well they were using at the time the studies were conducted. In one recent Taiwan study, for example, only a single measurement was used for each subject, even if subjects had used many different water sources over the course of their lives (14).

Estimating exposures to arsenic in drinking water in Northern Chile is considerably less uncertain than doing so in the places described above. In Northern Chile, wells were not used to obtain water. Until recently, bottled water was also not used. Because of the extreme dryness of the area, all water came from a relatively small number of large municipal water supplies, for which there

**Fig. 2.** Lung and bladder cancer mortality rate ratios comparing region II with region V for men and women aged 30 and above, separately, as estimated by Poisson regression with smoothing. The **shading** represents the 95% confidence bands. The **circles** represent the mortality rate ratios plotted at the midpoint of each successive 3-year period. Histograms (gray lines) of the population-weighted average arsenic water concentrations for region II, from 1950 to 1994 in 5-year increments, are also presented (vertical axes at right).
are historical records of water concentrations of arsenic. As a result, simply knowing the town in which a person lived during a particular year accurately establishes the arsenic concentration in the water they drank. However, in this paper, we present mortality findings for the region as a whole, rather than subdividing by city and town, because census and mortality data were not available by city and town of residence for the whole period 1950–2000.

We have previously shown that the elevated cancer rates found in region II are related to arsenic contamination of water supplies and not to some bias or confounding factor, such as smoking (15). While smoking is an established cause of cancers of the lung and bladder, confounding due to smoking can be dismissed as the reason for the increased mortality from these cancers in region II, for three reasons. First, as noted above, the smoking data from region II do not support higher smoking rates than in the rest of Chile. Second, the extent of increased risks is much too large to attribute to cigarette smoking. Studies in various populations have shown that the relative risks of bladder cancer for smokers compared with nonsmokers are generally in the range of 2–4 (28). On this basis alone, smoking can be dismissed as the reason for the bladder cancer mortality ratios shown in Table 3, many of which exceed 5. Smokers do have increased mortality from lung cancer with relative risks of the order of 10–20 when compared with nonsmokers (27), and it might seem that the standardized mortality ratios reaching around 3–4 for men and women in region II could be due to smoking. However, this is not the case because smoking also occurs in the comparison populations, region V and the rest of Chile. In fact, it is extremely unlikely that confounding due to smoking could result in lung cancer rate ratios greater than 2 (38). Third, the case–control study of lung cancers diagnosed in 1994–1996 in region II of Chile had data on individual smoking for each participant, and although there was strong evidence of increased risks with arsenic exposure, there was no evidence of confounding with smoking (16).

The latency patterns we show here provide further evidence for the causal relationship between arsenic in the water in region II of Chile and increased rates of lung and bladder cancer because increased rates of these cancers temporally followed the increase in arsenic exposure in a plausible manner. Smoking is the most important population cause for both lung cancer and bladder cancer in most of the world. As noted above, the smoking prevalence figures given above show that smoking rates in region II and region V are about the same.

Although confounding from different smoking patterns is not an issue, potential synergy between arsenic and smoking could be important. Other research we have conducted (9–11) suggests that smoking might be a cofactor with arsenic in bladder cancer causation and that smoking and arsenic might be synergistic in increasing the risk of lung cancer (16). Historically, in Chile as elsewhere, males have been more likely to be smokers than females. It is possible that

---

**Fig. 3.** Lung and bladder cancer mortality rate ratios comparing region II with region V for men and women aged 30 and above, separately, as estimated by Poisson regression with smoothing for three birth cohorts, one born in 1938–1957 before the high exposures commenced in 1958 (dotted lines) and two older birth cohorts, one born before 1918 (solid lines) and the second born in 1918–1937 (dashed lines).
interaction of arsenic with tobacco results in some of the differences in the mortality trends seen in our study between males and females. However, the mortality rate ratio for bladder cancer rises higher for women than men, which does not support the idea that smoking is a required co-carcinogen for arsenic to cause bladder cancer. If smoking were a required co-carcinogen, then one would expect the impact of arsenic on bladder cancer rates to be greater for men than for women since they smoke more.

The increase in bladder cancer mortality we report in this study could be due in part to increased fatality of tumors related to arsenic and not just to increased incidence alone. Lung cancer is highly fatal, and trends in mortality rates are closely related to incidence rates. However, bladder cancer survival rates are relatively good, and bladder cancer mortality rates therefore reflect a combination of both incidence rates and case fatality rates. Our previous investigation of chromosomal alterations in bladder cancer biopsies, including tumor biopsies from region II of Chile, indicated that tumors from arsenic-exposed patients may behave more aggressively than tumors from unexposed patients (39).

A limitation of this ecologic study is that it could not account for migration in and out of region II. However, because arsenic exposures in region II are much higher than in the rest of Chile and elsewhere, migration in or out would have diluted, not increased, the rate ratios reported in this paper. Patterns of increased mortality are clear, and rate ratios would likely have increased even further if analyses could have been confined to persons with long-term residence in region II. In addition, migration among regions in Chile is relatively low. From 1965 to 2000, annual internal migration between regions was only 0.6%, compared with 1.2% in Argentina, 3.1% in the United Kingdom, and 6.6% in the United States (40). Further limitations include not having individual data on arsenic exposure and not having individual data on other risk factors such as smoking and occupational exposures.

In conclusion, we have found a clear latency pattern for lung and bladder cancer mortality for both men and women that is consistent with the effects of a large increase in population exposure to arsenic starting in 1958. Increased rate ratios became evident close to 10 years after exposure increased, peaked in the years around 1990, and continued to be markedly elevated up to the year 2000. The impact of arsenic in drinking water on this large population is without precedent for environmental causes of human cancer, and it points to the public health priority of ensuring that arsenic concentrations in drinking water are controlled worldwide.
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